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‘This is an amazingly good book. Wendy Wheeler explains why biosemiotics has become crucial for understanding culture. She shows how both nature and culture are made of meanings that evolve in semiotic relations between life and the Earthly environment life expects.’
Kalevi Kull, Professor of Biosemiotics, University of Tartu, Estonia

‘This is a commanding work. In her explorations of the poetic character of relational natural becoming and the organismic aspect of works of art and technology, Wheeler offers biosemiotics as a crucial intellectual resource in arresting industrial modernity’s slide towards ecocide.’
Professor Kate Rigby, Director of the Research Centre for Environmental Humanities, Bath Spa University, and Adjunct Professor, Monash University

‘Wheeler’s book is a landmark study and an indispensable contribution to contemporary ecocultural theory. It illuminates central environmental humanities questions, and will inspire new practices of reading and appreciating texts.’
Hubert Zapf, Professor and Chair of American Literature, University of Augsburg

‘Highly readable, remarkably wide-ranging and thoroughly profound, in Expecting the Earth’s masterful and original synthesis of science, literature and philosophy, it blazes the trail not only for a truly biosemiotic turn in the humanities, but for revolutionary turn in the mindset of the reader, as well.’
Don Favreau, author of Essential Readings in Biosemiotics
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